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                                                    SA2 Question Bank  – 2023-24 

STUDENT NAME   

DATE  GRADE III ROLL NO.  

SUBJECT EVS   TEACHER’S SIGN  

 

Q1. Write word meaning of the following 

 

1. Web 

2   Share  

3.  Hurting  

4.  Carefully  

5.  Sensitive 

6.  Discuss  

7.  River bank  

8.  Lane  

9.  Palm 

10.  Parental 

11.  Wound 

13.  Discuss 

14.  Seek 

15. Trowel 

16.  Lane 

17.  Kahwa 

18.  Bleeding 

20.  Chit-chat 

21.  Anxious 

22.  Blindfold 

23.  Clay-pit 

24.  Wound 

25.  Vertical 

 

Q2. Write T for true and F for false statements.  

1.  Food we eat comes only from animals .  

2.  We get different medicine from plants.  

3.  Girls and boys both should help at home 
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4.  We eat mostly uncooked food.  

5.  Banana is a medicinal plant . 

6.  Birds live in houses made by human.  

7.  We eat the leaves of a cabbage plant.  

8.  Neem leaves are good for our teeth and gums. 

9.  Spinach is obtained from the leaves of plant  

10.  In earlier times people use to make a pot using iron . 

11.  The river asked Phudgudi to get a pot to fill water.  

12.  Phudgudi wanted Bhanate to wash his beak with water before eating her egg.  

13.  Birds live in house houses made by humans.  

14.  Soil is related to insects.  

15.  Madho’s wife fetches water for his family.  

16.  Water should not be running from the tap while we are brushing our teeth.  

17.  In chess, each side has a king and queen.  

18.  Ravi bhaiya teaches in a secondary school.  

19.  The ginger we use in our food is got from the fruit of the plant.  

20.  Ahmed lives in Agartala.  

21.  Razia wrote a letter to her Nani.  

22.  Both Sara and Habib are working.  

23.  Reena’s letter travelled by postal van and train.  

24.  After washing vegetables with it, we can use this water bathing.  

25.  Sitamma helps Gitamma get ready for school.  

26.   We should not waste water because it is precious.  

27.  Two bowls of water can feel a whole bucket.  

28.   Kaccha houses are very strong.  

29.   The game Wrestling requires a court to play.  

30.   Louis Braille belongs to France.  

Q 3. Match the followings: 

         A                                        B 

 1. Gilli danda                      a. Sticks are used to hit a ball 

 2. Football                          b. Has a court with 8 boxes 

 3 Stappoo                          c. Traditional Indian game 

 4. Hockey                           d. Uses a ball to hit stones 

5. Seven tiles                       e. Needs a big field to play 
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       A                                            B 

1. Seema                               a. Enjoy listening to Seema's news 

2. Nani                                   b. Is called bhabhi by Ravi bhaiya 

3. Ravi bhaiya                        c. Reads the newspaper aloud to Nani 

4. Papa                                   d. Cannot hear and see properly 

5. Mother                                e. Sometimes changes the place where Ravi bhaiya has kept his stick.  

         A                                   B 

 1.   Soil                                I) Natural 

 2.  Bird                                II) Rain 

 3. Telephone                      III) Living 

 4. Water                              IV) Man made 

 

Q4.Answer the following questions 

1. What part of its plant is the jackfruit 

2. Name the part of plant which we eat in cauliflower?  

3. People living in Rajasthan face shortage of water in which season ?  

4. Who first out of Braille books?  

5. Write one Indoor Game name.  

6. Write any outdoor game name.  

7. Did Rajat get to play with a doll?  

8. Write one medicinal plant name?  

9. Name one thing which will be used for keep the house clean?  

10. How was the letter written?  

11.Name the four main directions?  

12.Name some ways to make design on cloth?  

13.Why do animals move from one place to another?  

14.Why do many people in Delhi live in slum?  

15.How did Louis Braille lost his eyesight?  

16.Write the name of fingers of the hand?  

17.What is embroidery?  

18.Who wrote the letter to whom?  

19.Why are houses in hills built with slop roof?  

20.Why do feel shortage of water?  

21.Who has adopted Tara?  

22.What are our basic needs?  

23.What is called the web of life?  
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24.Write names of natural things?  

25.Why are houses in hills built with slope roof ? 

Q5. Fill in the blanks.  

  1  Rajat wanted to play with a ____. 

  2.  The game in which you can land on snake is called __________________. 

  3.  Clay pots are made ________ by baking them in a fire.  

  4.  The game of badminton should always be played ________   

  5.  The game of wrestling requires a ______ to play.  

  6.  Chess is an ______________. 

  7.  Football needs a big ______to play.  

  8.  We eat the _______ of a cabbage plant. 

  9.  Lemons are the ______of a plant.   

  10.  ______ leaves are good for our and gums 

  11.  A ________ is a house on wheel.  

  12.  In Hop-scotch if your feet touches any line you are _____ of the game.  

  13. Totaram has come to Mumbai for__________. 

 14.  Louis Braille lost his eyesight because a________ hurt his eyes  

 15.  All letters _________ on them to indicate how Much they cost to send.  

 16.  To make a bowl from clay, we first __________ to make a big ball.  

 17.  Tanya is Samar's _____. 

 18.  Tankas are covered with ______. 

 19.  ________ is a bird that cannot fly.  

 20.   The _______ is a water bird.  

 21.  _________ is a bird that flies at low heights.  

 22.   Sajida ‘s dupatta had ________ stuck on it.  

 23.   We get sugar from _____. 

 24.  __________ provide us many herbal medicines.  

 25.  The Braille script is based on ________ points.  

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 


